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Over the last year, I have had 3 co-led special edition/ edited book projects published that broadly focus on transformation in higher education. In this seminar, I will reflect on what I have learnt about transformation/decoloniality from this endeavour.



Special editions/Edited book

Pattman, R. & Carolissen, R (2018). (Eds). Transforming 
transformation in research and teaching in South African 
universities. Stellenbosch: Sun media.

Carolissen, R., & Duckett, P. (2018). Teaching toward 
decoloniality in community psychology and Allied 
disciplines: Editorial introduction, American Journal of 
Community Psychology, 62(3+4), 241-249.

Carolissen, R. & Kiguwa, P. (2018). Narrative explorations of 
the micro-politics of students’ citizenship, belonging and 
alienation at South African universities. South African 
Journal of Higher Education 2018; 32(3): 1-11.



Coloniality/Decoloniality

• “Coloniality of power” (Quijano, 1997, 2000): a global model of 
power in place (since conquests) that enacted race, labour, space 
and people according to needs of capital and benefit of white 
Europeans

• Colonialism is a specific period of oppression (this has passed)
• Coloniality is still with us (Bulhan, 2015): an underlying pattern 

and logic that classifies people and knowledge into a system that 
valorizes all that is European (and male) (decolonial feminisms: 
Maria Lugones)

• Metacoloniality:  the revival of colonial exploitation and 
oppression where its impacts are concealed as a positive 
“globalization”  (Bulhan, 2015)
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It is important to run through some definitions as transformation and decolonization are often used interchangeably. This is problematic.Colonialism is a specific period of oppression that has passed but coloniality is still very much with us. Coloniality is an underlying pattern and logic that classifies people and knowledge into a system that valorizes all that is European (and male) (decolonial feminisms (Lugones) .Coloniality refers to internalized norms and Ill give you an example of how they follow me onto campus. I remember when I was  alecturer and new at Stellenbosch 16 years ago, I was often complemented for not being an affirimative action candidate (because I was thought to be good at what I do). I would then calmly respond to this insult by saying that I am an affirmative action candidate precisely because if it was not for redress policies, the university or any other university for that matter, may not have employed me. Can you imagine the confusion in a community psychology class one day when my colleague, a white male professor and I were teaching and the issue of affirmative action came up and he said that he is an affirmative action candidate because he was the beneficiary of being the only one in the queue for many years before redress became official policy. I then said but he will never be subjected to the kinds of assumptions of incompetence that people like me are subjected to and that he is assumed to be competent. He agreed.  So how does one deal with swimming in an ocean where you are double guessed based on your appearance. I have internalized these messages too….about white competence, male competence, American competence, heterosexual, christian superiority. So what this means is that every single day of my life I have to override messages that tell me that im not good enough and not competent enough. I have to override those messages when I speak to you now.  This is coloniality.



Decoloniality

• efforts at rehumanizing the world, to breaking   
hierarchies of difference that dehumanize subjects and 
communities and that destroy nature, 

• to the production of counter-discourses, counter-
knowledges, counter-creative acts, and counter-
practices that seek to dismantle coloniality and to open 
up multiple other forms of being in the world
(Maldonado-Torres, 2016:10).
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Coloniality is the colonizer’s psychological power, enforced through physical and symbolic violence, to name the world and the self, interpret the past, and preserve memory of it” (Bulhan, 2015:241). ( You may have seen the Trevor Noah video on British colonialism). It flattens human subjectivity, intersubjectivity and the possibility of humanity within the self. The effects of coloniality are felt both by the selves of those mangled by coloniality as well as those savouring the fruits of coloniality’s capitalism. Traumatic, intersubjective, colonially produced violence against the psyche overwhelms consciousness in a way that splits the self from knowledge and understanding of itself. Coloniality, therefore, produces psychic alienation. In opposition to coloniality,  decoloniality refers to efforts at rehumanizing the world, to breaking hierarchies of difference that dehumanize subjects and communities and that destroy nature, 2) the production of counter-discourses, counter-knowledges, counter-creative acts, and counter-practices that seek to dismantle coloniality and to open up multiple other forms of being in the world (Maldonado-Torres, 2016:10). 



Transformation: a post-apartheid concept

• Multiple policy frameworks that focus on redressing the inequalities of the past 
especially in relation to race, class, gender

• Demographic representation: More black students and staff

• Widening participation

• Reitz incident (Soudien report, 2008)

• Critiques: checklists and management process

• Student protests 2015-2017
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Multiple policy frameworks: Focused on demographic representation. More black students are attending university than in 1994, more black lecturers than in 1994.  Also forces of widening participation/inclusion and massification of higher education: “non-traditional students”Reitz incident and Soudien report (2008): significant. Raised issues about social cohesionCritiques: checklists and management process in a neoliberal university focused on competition, individualism and marketization, and     with seeming minimal ongoing attention to marginalization . Usurped by neoliberal process (Ahmed,  2012)Seemingly decoloniality aims to deepen the engagement with social change as authors argue that the process has been coopted. Transforming transformation: key argument it is important to explore qualitatively how difference” is lived in universities, how knowledge is produced and how teaching and learning takes place. How do we make university life visible through our research and teaching and how do we invert power relations in research with students and staff (especially those who continue to be marginalised)?* say a little about the book and South Africa Journal of HE special edition.



What have I learnt about teaching psychology?

• 1. Context  and history is important

• * context of the university, context of students, context of the lecturer, socio-
historical context, context of the curriculum, context of discipline

• 2. Critical approaches, incorporating “troubled knowledge”, are mutually 
valuable for students and educators, enhances student learning.

• 3. Recognition of histories in the curriculum aids learning and repairs historical 
injustice.

• 4. Curriculum is not confined to classrooms. It exists in the walls of buildings, 
who teaches, historical and contemporary symbolisms., institutional cultures.



What about transformation vs decoloniality

Transformation:

• Focus on  demographic representation in universities

Decoloniality:
• 1. Can start with validation of all knowledges : African, and Middle Eastern and 

Eastern knowledges as well as knowledges of the global south ie growing 
ecologies of knowledge

• 2. Contribute to southern theory: writing about experiences and concepts 
differently.

• 3. Border crossing : identities , disciplinary boundaries(and teaching)
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We can start with the validation of all knowledges, expand reading lists to incorporate critical texts from misrecognised bodies of knowledge. Contribute to southern theory: collaborate with others in all geopolitical contexts and draw on context from all contexts , but focus work on the contributions from South Africa and African continent. Work across boundaries that allow diffusion of schisms, while recognising and addressing injustices in  institutional cultures. Develop a diagram of 10 markers for teaching towards decoloniality



Example of how teaching (and research) could be 
transformed  (Carolissen & Duckett, 2018)

• 1. disrupting privileging of Euro-American/Western epistemologies
• 2. Reframing pathologised accounts of marginalised peoples
• 3. Reclaiming and reframing erasures of histories
• 4.Deconstructing colonial discourse, inserting counternarratives
• 5.Foregrounding indigeneity and indigenous knowledge systems
• 6. foregrounding politics of knowledge production: inserting embodied author 

identities and positionalities such as race, gender, ethnicity
• 7.foregrounding politics of knowledge production: Highlighting power 

relationships inherent in positionalities and identities in institutional structures 
and cultures

• 8. Activism central to the pedagogical continuum, inside and outside the 
classroom

• 9.Pedagogical tools employed as catalysts for critical reflexivity
• 10. Drawing on ecologies of knowledge, appropriate to context



Remaining questions about decoloniality:

1. Identity politics: who has the right to speak about 
decoloniality/decolonisation?  African people, black people only? Who is black, 
what is blackness?  Cultural appropriation debates

2. Devaluing of scholarship and praxis re decolonisation/decoloniality as is the 
case with “community” in Psychology?

3. Is there a distinction between decolonisation and decoloniality?
4. Global south only or do contexts for decolonisation/decoloniality exist in 

global north too?
5. Valorisation of decoloniality/decolonisation. Is it the panacea to all 

restructuring of curriculum?
6. Is decolonisation/decoloniality yet another arena for patriarchal 

performativities?
7. Can decolonisation  exist in the corporate institution of the neoliberal 

university? 
8. What is the potential for methodologies?  Visual, narrative, autoethnographies
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Over the next few years, these are some of the question that I may like to explore:



. What is the potential for recognition of knowledge and of those marginalised 
through partial knowledge making practices?

10.What is the place of emotion and affect in writing about decoloniality?

11. Does decoloniality/decolonisation represent a theoretical frame?

12. What is the impact of metacolonialism on the psyche’s of staff and students in 
higher education?

13. Are social justice pedagogies decolonial?



Conclusion

Effective and sustainable change can come only 
when those within the center of the metacolonized
world and those in its peripheries work together 
both to deconstruct metacoloniality in its different 
forms and jointly reconstruct a more
just world on the ruins of the old. The call for 
collaboration is not appeal for sympathy or 
generosity; those at the centers of metacolonialism
also pay heavy, but hidden costs for injustice and 
dehumanization of others. I therefore
see the project of decolonizing psychology as a 
means toward broad-based critical thinking and 
collaboration on what to deconstruct and how to 
reconstruct for the benefit of all.  (Bulhan, 2015).
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